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Inspection Summary: During this report period, inspections were conducted by
the resident inspectors and the section project engineer. The majority of the
inspection effort was spent monitoring startup activities and reviewing post-

' maintenance testing practices. .The inspectors concluded poor equipment'

' performance resulting from inadequate post-maintenance testing practices
significantly contributed to the low reactor water level scram and to the
delays experienced during the startup period.

The-inspection. totaled 292 inspection hours.
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1. Review of Previous Inspection Findings

(0 pen) Unresolved (78-19-02). The data sheet for surveillance Procedure
607.4.001, Containment Spray and Emergency Service Water Pump Operability
Test, provides for recording the delta pressure across the heat exchanger
between the service water and the containment spray water. The FSAR states
the service water will be maintained at a higher pressure than the
containment spray water. Delta pressure data for the tests reviewed
during an inspection in 1978 did not indicate the proper delta pressure
was being mairtained. Pump discharge pressures, however, indicate the
service water is being maintained higher than the containment spray
water. In addition, no acceptance criteria had been included in the
procedure for delta pressure. During a further review of this matter in
1983, the licensee indicated the Technical Function Division was
performing an engineering evaluation to determine the orifice size
necessary to increase service water pressure in the heat exchanger to
produce the required differential pressure. On October 20, 1984 the
licensee submitted a Licensee Event Report relative to this condition.
Region I is currently reviewing this report.

The licensee has performed a safety evaluation to assess the impact of
the present condition of the containment spray heat exchangers (CSHX).
In addition, the licensee is evaluating the emergency service water
systen performance. The CSHX's were checked for leaks prior to startup
and were found to have no leakage. This remains an unresolved open item.

(Closed) Unresolved (79-11-22). Surveillance procedures did not contain
specific instructions for returning a system to an operational lineup
after completion of a surveillance test. The licensee committed to
include specific instructions in all safety related surveillance
procedures. The licensee reviewed and revised all safety related
surveillance test procedures to include specific instructions and
checkoff lists to return systems to their proper lineups. The inspector
independently reviewed the following procedures:

607.4.001 Containment Spray and Emergency Service Water Pump--

Operability Test,

610.4.002 Core Spray Pump Operability Test,--

612.4.001 Liquid Poison Pump Operability Test.--

No discrepancies were noted. This item is closed.

(Closed) Unresolved (79-11-23). Maintenance procedures did not contain
specific instructions to return a system to an operational lineup
following maintenance. The licensee has made changes to Procedure 108,
Equipment Control, to ensure plant operations personnel are responsible
for controlling system lineups. Plant operations specifies the position
for each tagged component in the " position after tag removal" column
based on the position required on the applicable lineup sheet. A second
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independent check of the lineup is conducted to verify proper positions
for the system lineups.

2. Plant Operations Review

2.1 Shift Logs and Operating Records

Shift logs and operating records were reviewed to verify that they
were properly filled out and signed and had received proper super-
visory reviews. The inspector verified that entries involving
abnormal conditions provided sufficient details to communicate
equipment status and followup actions. Logs were compared to
equipment control records to verify that equipment removed from or
returned to service were properly noted in operating logs when
required. Operating memos and orders were reviewed to insure that
they did not conflict with Technical Specification requirements. The
logs and records were compared to the requirements of Procedure 106,
" Conduct of Operations", and Procedure 108, " Equipment Control". The
following were reviewed:

Control Room and Group Shift Supervisor's Logs, all entries,--

Technical Specification Log,--

Control Room, and Shift Supervisor Turnover Check Lists,--

Reactor Building and Turbine Building Tour Sheets,--

Equipment Control Logs,--

Standing Orders,--

Operational Memos and Directives.--

2.2 Facility Tours

The inspector frequently toured the following areas:

Control Room (daily),--

Reactor Building,--

Turbine Building,--

Augmented Off-Gas Building,--

Rad-Waste Buildings,--

Cooling Water Intake and Dilution Plant Structure,--

Monitor and Change area,--
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4160 Volt Switchgear, 460 Volt Switchgear, and Cable Spreading--

Room,

Diesel Generator Building,--

Battery Rooms,--

Maintenance Work Areas,--

Yard Areas (including Area perimeter).--

2.3 Witnessing of Startup Activities

The inspectors witnessed startup activities for 16 hours per day
starting October 27, 1984 and ending November 4, 1984 at which time
the reactor was shutdown. The 16 hour per day coverage was resumed
on November 8,1984 for a second startup and continued until November
10, 1984 at which time the facility was again shut down. Startup
inspection activities commenced on October 27, 1984 with NRC
attendance at a site startup meeting with key site managers to review
the status of surveillances, maintenance, restart certifications,
valve checkoffs, plant walkdowns, tagging reviews, etc. Subsequent
to this meeting independent inspection verified the facility was
ready for startup. The startup activities were planned to occur over
a 24 day period. The startup activities were planned to occur over a
24 day period. The licensee developed a " Plant Startup Sequence"
schedule to manage the numerous events to be accomplished during the
startup period. The startup schedule outlined plant evolutions to be
accomplished including:

Startups,--

Shutdowns,--

Power escalations and deescalations,--

Surveillances,--

Operator training,--

Turbine testing,--

Fuel conditioning.--

The following is a listing of some of the activities witnessed
during the startup. In addition, a number of surveillances were
also witnessed; these are discussed in section 7.

Shift turnovers were witnessed frequently during the startup.--

The turnovers were noted to be detailed and complete with the
plant status and ongoing activities discussed in detail.
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Frequent tours of the control room, reactor building, and--

turbine building were conducted to both inspect the areas and to
observe the operation and starting of equipment. All areas were
noted to be clean and outage work was completed. The overall
appearance of the facility was excellent.

The -licensee properly manipulated control rods in accordance--

with procedure 302.2, Control Rod Drive Manual Control System,
and 1001.4, Control Rod Withdrawal Sequences. The inspector
observed control rod withdrawal sequences (A and B), control
rod withdrawal and insertion, and operator response to rod
blocks and rod worth minimizer inoperability. No deficiencies
were noted.

The inspectors witnessed the initial approach to critical,--

including the verification that all required prerequisites had
been performed. The use of the approach to critical procedure
was witnessed as were instrument responses, the performance of
the rod worth miminizer, and the accuracy of the " estimated
critical position".

Training Criticalities: A number of reactor criticalities were--

performed to allow the reactor operators to gain this experience
after an extended outage. The inspector observed some of these
training criticalities to assess operator performance. No
deficiencies were noted.

During the full withdrawal of control rod 30-23, a rod over----

travel annunicator was received, along with a blank digital rod
position display, indicating an uncoupled control rod. The
inspector observed the rod being recoupled in accordance with an
abnormal control rod motion procedure.-

On a number of occasions during the startups, the rod worth--

mimimizer became inoperable. The inspectors verified that
procedural and technical specification requirements were adhered
to.

-- Heatup and cooldown rates were verified to be within require-
ments during the startup and shutdowns.

Problems were. experienced for several days with the operation of--

the mechanical vacuum pump. This delayed the initial turbine
roll. The inspectors witraessed the steam chest heatup, initial
turbine startup, evaluation of turbine vibrations and the
synchronization of the gtserator to the grid. During the plant
heat-up to hot standby, tne inspector entered the drywell for
the 500 PSIG 1eakage inspection. The inspector identified some
minor afscrepancies which were immediately corrected by the

;

licensee.
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The_ inspectors witnessed the performance of the IRM calibration.
--

to reactor power. surveillance. During the performance of this.

surveillance, three IRM channels could not be adjusted to meet
the acceptance criteria of the procedure. In order to meet
technical specification requirements, a half scram was<

introduced until the out of tolerance channels were repaired.

Problems were experienced with the operation of all three main. - -

feedwater pumps. The inspectors witnessed the B feedwater pump
leakage following its startup, repairs on the A pump, and the;

vibration measurements taken on the A pump following the,

repairs. A reactor scram on low level was experienced as a
result of the feed pump problems. The scram is discussed in

-. paragragh 2.4...

On November 3, 1984, routine sampling of the standby--

. liquid control tank revealed an out of specification baron'

concentrati_on. The inspectors witnessed the addition of 640
pounds of: boron to the tank and the sampling of the tank
following the boron addition. The operators were i_n the process
of reducing reactor' power (dropped to 25 MW) to comply with the.
required 30 hour cold shutdown clause.of the technical
specifications when a satisfactory sample was obtained. This
event will be reported as an LER.

The licensee. conducted procedure 602.4.003, ELctromatic Relief;--

Valve Operability Test, on November 4, 9, and'10. The second
operability test'was: conducted after the first operability testi

. failed.' During the initial test, "A", "C"..and'"D" electromatic
relief valves (EMRV's), performed in _accordance with the
requirement's of. the surveillance procedure; "B" and "E" failed_

-to open. The licenseefimmediately_ shutdown the reactor:and made
preparatio'ns to-inspect the EMRV's.

The Itcensee's inspection revealed the pilot valve stem travel
was less :than required for. the "A", ."B",' 'and "E'? EMRV's. . The-
pilot' valve) stem travel was set to required-specifications and a

.reator startup' commenced on November 8.
,

..

: During the second test, "A" EMRV operated as required, "B'? EMRV '
:again failed to open and "E" EMRV-exhibited indications of.not'-
reseating completely. |The licensee commenced.a reactor' shutdown
to investigate:these EMRV' failures..,EMRV maintenance 11s
discuss'edfin-section 6. *<

.

,_
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-- O The inspectors witnessed.the-licensee ~ placing the generator =on

the grid and:the:loadt.ng, unloading,'and subsequent' tripping'of
the turbine'.. No abnormalities were observed with .the turbine

.

ioperation.~ -,
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The overall performance of shift personnel was very good. There were
no indications that the 20 month outage, which proceeded the startup,
in any way reduced their effectiveness in operating the facility.
The operators made good use of their procedures, including alarm
response procedures, and performed all evolutions in accordance with
procedures. Prior to the performance of certain evolutions, the
procedure that was to be used was reviewed, as were other procedures
that might have to be used should any equipment failures occur.

. Plant equipment performance caused delays in the plant startup
schedule. Notable equipment malfunctions were:

-- Electromatic relief valves,

Main feedwater pumps,--

--- Mechanical vacuum pump.

The licensee took immediate corrective action in all cases. However,
the plant equipment failures may be indicative of deficiencies in
post- maintenance testing. Post-maintenance testing is discussed in
section 6.

2.4 Reactor Scram on Low Water Level

On October 31, 1984, an automatic reactor scram occurred due to low
reactor water level. The scram occurred as a result of exceeding the
condensate pump shutoff head without a feed pump operating. This
prevented the condensate-feed system from supplying water to the-
reactor vessel. The plant had been experiencing feed pump problems
at the time of the event and had just started the "B" feed pump when
the scram' occurred. The inspector will review the licensee's post
trip review analysis and corrective action in the next report.

'(50-219-84-32-01)

2.5 Readiness for Startup

The inspector reviewed the licensee's " Restart Certification Book".
The restart book required appropriate signatures certifying that the
necessary items had been completed / reviewed in the following areas:

Plant readiness,--

Review of work currently in progress,--

'

Review of modifications,--

Open Engineering / Licensing issues,--

_ -
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Outstanding deficiency reviews, |
--

Startup sequence.--

No unacceptable conditions were noted.

- 2.6 Shift Manning

~The inspector reviewed shift manning during the startup. The
Itcensee had established a five shift rotation. In all cases during
the inspector's control room tours, two senior reactor operators and
three reactor operators were present. In addition, a shift technical
advisor was present on each shift. The inspector discussed plant
status and conditions with selected operators. No unacceptable
conditions were found.

2.7 Control Room Annunciators

The inspector reviewed the lighted annunciator windows with respect to
plant operating conditions. During this review the inspector verified t!ie
validity of the annunciators with the control operators and Procedure 2000
RAP - 3024.01, NSS Annunciator Response Procedures. The inspector noted
" seal flow high", and " seal flow low" annunciators alarmed and "RCP/MG WDG

-Temp Hi" (recirculation pump / motor winding temperature high) alarmed
-intermittently on the recirculation pumps. In each case the problem was
-found to be in the sensing device. Plant engineering prepared operating
instructions to be placed in the " Nite Order Book" detailing other

-

parameters to be monitored and corrective action to be taken.should
certain parameters be exceeded. The operating instructions are intended
to be temporary until permanent corrective action can be taken.

-
- " No unacceptable conditions were identified.

2.8 Spent Fuel Shipping Cask-

The inspector observed movement of the spent fuel shipping cask.on.

the refueling floor on November 5, 1984. .The evolution was to move
the cask across the refueling ' floor to the spent fuel pool over
the cask-drop protection-system. The~ inspector noted_that personnel
were familiar with the requirements for. lifting the cask off the.
floor and observed them checking for height clearance above the
floor. No unacceptable conditions were noted.

When the cask was placed next-to the spent fuel pool, the cask was
raised six inches'off the floor as measured by a mechanical'

measuring device and'then a mechanical limit switch was set (not-
allowing any further upward movement of the shipping cask). .The
cask was. moved over the ~ cask drop protection . system. in the spent --

'

fuel-pool. The cask.was then moved back from the spent fuel pool
and placed on the _ refueling-floor. - The inspector asked about limit.
switches for the cask. Licensee representatives stated that two

,

k
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?vtreatic limit switches were required. The inspector noted the
number of people on the floor and asked persons conducting the
evolution about procedural limitations imposed while moving the
cask. Some confusion regarding persnnnel understanding existed and
the licensee suspended all operations.

The licensee and inspector investigations identified that the
following procedural and training inadequacies existed.

Procedure A15C-45420 TN9 cask operating procedure requirements--

for setting limit switches was not clear.

Electricians were not given clear instructions on setting the--

automatic limit switches.

Contractor supervisors had been given improper turnover on--

shift change.

The licensee revised the cask operating procedure to clearly define
limit switch settings and conducted training sessions with all
personnel assigned to the cask handling evolution.

Additionally, an engineer from the Technical Function division was
- assigned to be on the refueling floor when the cask was being

handled..

3. Radiation protection

'During' entry to and exit from radiation controlled areas (RCA), the
inspector verified that proper warning signs were posted, personnel

' entering iere wearing proper dosimetry, personnel and materials
leaving were properly monitored for radioactive contamination and
monitoring instruments were functional and in calibration. Posted
extended Radiation' Work Permits (RWP's) and survey status boards were

.

reviewed to verify that they were current and accurate. The
inspector observed activities in the RCA to verify that personnel
complied with the requirements-of applicable RWP's and that workers

- were aware of the radiological conditions in the area.
'

4. ' Physical Security

During daily entry and egress from the protected area, the inspector
verified that access controls were.in accordance.with the security plan
and that security posts were properly manned. During facility tours, the

~

o

inspector verified that protected area gates were locked or guarded and
that isolation zones were free of obstructions. The inspector examined

- vital area access points to verify that they were properly locked or
guarded and that access control was in accordance with the security
plan.

<

p.

b _
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5. Review of Licensee Event Reports (LERs)

The inspector reviewed LERs submitted to NRC:R1 to verify that the
details were clearly reported, including the accuracy of the description

- 'and corrective action adequacy. The inspector determined whether further
information was required, whether generic implications were indicated, and
whether the event warranted onsite follow-up. The following LERs were
reviewed:

82-21: Vital Buses "1C" and "10" were de-energized as a result--

of testing emergency service water (ESW) pump 1-2. After
completing maintenance work on the ESW pump the licensee
attempted to jog the 1-2 pump, immediately causing a bus fault,
a full reactor scram, and initiation of the standby gas treat-
ment system. Personnel safety grounds had not been removed from
4160 volt switchgear, resulting in sufficient ground current to
trip the main 4160 volt bus "1C" breaker. The redundant 4160
volt bus "1D" was crosstied to the "1C" bus, thus also causing
loss of the redundant bus. This electrical lineup was permitted
during the refueling outage to allow electrical maintenance.

The following corrective actions were taken:

-- Repairs were made to restore the ESW 1-2 to proper operating
condition.

The supervisor responsible for the occurrence was disciplined.--

Procedural controls were implemented to control the installation--

and removal of safety grounds.

This LER is-closed.

82-22: Scram discharge volume (SDV) vent and drain valves failed--

to meet the required closing times during a scheduled
surveillance. The two vent valves and one drain valve closed
approximately two minutes after initiation of the scram signal.
The technical specifications require these valves to close
within 30 seconds. These valves close by venting their operator.
through two solenoid ~cperated air valves. The licensee -
discovered thatsthe increased closing time was a result of the
diaphragm in the solenoid operated air valve having_been
installed backwards. The redundant valves in the vent and-drain
lines from the scram discharge. volume had properly isolated thus'

containing the reactor coolant. The reactor was in the-refuel
. mode with coolant temperature less than-212 degrees Fahrenheit.

The licensee implemented the following corrective actions:

. - -. .- . _
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-- The diaphragm was reinstalled in the solenoid operated air valve
in the proper position and the scram discharge volume vent and
drain valves were retested for proper operation.

A procedure will be developed detailing the proper maintenance--

practices to be used while working on SDV solenoid valves.

Post-maintenance testing practices will be investigated to--

define better methods.

This LER remains open pending completion of licensee corrective
actions.

6. Maintenance

6.I Follow up on Maintenance Activities

During the plant startup it was noted that a number of pieces of
equipment on which maintenance had been performed were not operating
properly. Examples of equipment that had work performed on them
during the outage and subsequently found not to be working correctly
were all three main feedwater pumps, the mechanical vacuum pump, the
gland steam exhaust discharge valve, and electromatic relief valves
(EMRV). As a result of these identified failures, a followup on
several maintenance tasks was performed with particular emphasis
placed on the performance of post-maintenance testing.

The following maintenance activities that were identified as not
working were randomly selected for followup:

-- Feed pump IC 5 kV cable replacement

-- -Inspection and repair of gland exhaust discharge valve,

EMRV maintenance.--

The follow-up on these maintenance activities' identified the
following:

. Feed pump IC 5 kV Cable Replacement. Reactor feedwater pump IC--

motor cables were.found to be degraded by a hypot test. As a
. result of this test, a decision was made-to replace the cables.

The cables were replaced.using the following Work Requests and
Job Order:

Work Request 18567,; dated 5/18/84 was written to authorize*

and control the removal of the cables to be replaced.

Work' Request 19222, dated 6/19/84 was written to authorize*

: cleaning and inspection of the conduits for the feed pump
cables.

,

I

L-
_ l
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Job Order A15C-51697, dated 6/25/84 was written to install,*

test and terminate the replacement cables. The Job Order
included a detailed cable installation procedure and'

specified dielectric acceptance testing and high potential
maintenance testing in accordance with approved procedures.
The task appears to have been accomplished in accordance
with the Job Order and coverning procedures. The reason
for the motor not working when the feed pump was required
was that during the installation of the new cables, the
current transformets associated with the phase differential
protection were inadvertently interchanged on two of the
wires. Proper installation of the current transformers was
not specified by the job order or procedures.

Inspection and Repair of Gla'd Exhaust Discharge Valve. The-- n

work request which authorized and described the work to be
performed on the Gland Exhaust Discharge Valve V-7-39 could not
be located during the inspection. However, other documentation,
including tagging request forms, quality control inspection
reports, and discussion with personnel indicate a work request
was issued which specified removing the valve limitorque,
removing the old grease, and cleaning and regreasing the
limitorque. A Work Request 13103 was written which authorized
and described the electrical disconnection and reconnection of
the valve electrical leads. Post maintenance .ssting consisted
of functionally testing the valve for operabil ey. Documenta-
tion shows the valve was stroked and that it operated satis-
factorily. When the valve was put into service it was noted the
valve disc (valve is a butterfly valve) was installed 90 degrees
off normal; consequently, when the valve indicated open it was
actually closed and vice versa.

, _ .

EMRV maintent.cre. Maintenance was performed on four valves--

during the 1983-1984 outage. The purpose of the EMRV
maintenance was to perform a general inspection and overhaul of
the valves. The valve overhaul included the replacement of the
main disc, disc spring piston ring, disc retainer, pilot disc,
pilot spring, pilot seat bushing and pilot disc stem. The main
seat and disc were blue checked,. lapped to obtain 360 degrees
contact and leak tested.

Following the EMRV maintenance, the valves were reinstalled and
tested in accordance with procedure 602.4.003, Electromatic Relief
Valve Operability Test. The test was conducted on November 4, and
resulted in two valves failing to operate as required. The valves
were repaired and another operability test was conducted on November
9. Maintenance action wasLrequired as a result of the second
operability test. A third operability test will have to be performed
to verify proper valve performance.

The maintenance was conducted in accordance with Procedure 702.1.007,
.Electromatic Relief Valve Removal, Disassembly, Repair, Reas;embly

. - _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ . - _ _ _ _
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and Installation. Reviewing the maintenance activities associated
with the EMRV, the inspector noted some deficiencies:

The Dresser Technical Manual, " Instructions for Operating and--

Repairing Consolidated Electromatic Relief Valve 6 1525-VX"
required energizing the solenoid to measure pilot valve stem
travel. The maintenance procedure required this operation to be
conducted by manually pulling the solenoid plunger down by hand
to determine pilot valve stem travel. Pilot valve stem travel
was measured in accordance with the maintenance procedure.

Post maintenance testing for this job was specified by Procedure--

602.4.003, Electromatic Relief Valve Operability Test. This is
a valve operability test. Insufficient post-maintenance testing
was conducted to verify proper valve operation prior to
installation.

The licensee has determined that the cause of the EMRV operability problem
was steam leakage past the retainer. The retainer threads into the bottom
of the valve cage separating the main disc underside and main disc spring
from the main flow path through the valve. Steam leakage past the
retainer threads provided sufficient steam to prevent the pilot valve from
venting the under the disc chamber. Upon actuation, the pilot valve vents
the chamber under the main disc which allows the main disc to operate,
opening the valve.

The licensee plans to seal weld the retainer to the valve cage, thus
eliminating the leakage path. The inspector will review future EMRV
-testing in the next inspection report. (50-219-84-32-02)

The conclusions reached as a result of the review show that in each
instance the maintenance was conducted in accordance with Procedure
105, Conduct of Maintenance. Also, in the case of the feed pump and
the gland exhaust discharge valve, post-maintenance testing was
specified and conducted. In the case of the EMRV overhaul, there was
insufficiant post-maintenance specified. -Operability testing was
conducted after the valve was installed. In the case of the EMRV's,
welding of the retainer was required in order to make the B valve
operable. This same fix had been performed at other facilities in
the past. The leakage past the retainer ring could have been
identified through testing prior to installing the' valves on the
steam lines. The general areas of maintenance requiring rework-and-
post-naintenance testing was discussed in detail with licensee
representatives. As noted above, had additional testing been
specified, failures of the equipment may have been prevented and
startup delays avoided.

,

The licensee representatives stated that the amount of rework to
-

maintenance tasks has been identified as an area in need of
improvement. The licensee further stated that post-maintenance
testing was currently under review both in order to respond to

1
- -.
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Generic Letter 83-28 and to identify the changes needed to reduce the
amount of rework to maintenance tasks. The steps taken to reduce the
rework required to complete maintenance will be reviewed when the
licensee's corrective actions are complete. (This item is
unresolved.) (50-219-84-32-03)

7. . Surveillance Testino

The-inspector reviewed the following surveillance tests to determine if
the tests were included on the master surveillance schedule, the test was
technically adequate, and had been performed at the required frequency.

7.1 . Surveillance Activities

During the observation of the startup activities all or portions of
the following tests were witnessed.

Lo Lo Level Core Sprey Initiation Switches. This test was--

conducted using a temporary procedure change to Procedure
610.3.005, Core Spray Systen. Instrument Channel Calibration and
Test. The _ temporary procedure change to procedure 610.3.005
deletad approximately 75% of_the procedure as originally
written, and after the change, consisted primarily of hand
written steps in the margins and was noted to be extremely
difficult for the control room personnel to follow. Also,
the acceptance criteria (each switch activates within 1/2 inch
of water of the other switches) was too stringent and could not
be met. Another procedure change was made which finally
permitted the test to be completed. This procedure may have
contributed to an inadvertent core spray activation which was
reported as an LER.

APRM Surveillance. Test and Calibration, Procedure 620.3.003.--

-- Source Range Monitor Test and Calibration (Front Panel Test),
Procedure 602.4.004.

-- MSIV Closure and 1st Test, Procedure 602.4.002.

Mechanica1' Vacuum Pump Isolation Test, Procedure 630.4.003.--

, Containment' Spray and Emergency Service Water Pump Operability--

' Test, Procedure- 607.4.003. ~

-- : Main ' Steam-Isolation Valve 5% Closure Test, Procedure 602.4.006.

IRM Calibration to Reactor Power, Procedure 1001.9.--

Electromatic Relief Valve Operability Test, Procedure 602.4.'003.--

Two valves failed to lift. This required the reactor to be

-
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placed in a cold shutdown condition. Inspection associated with
relief valve problems are discussed in section 6.

The surveillance tests were conducted in accordance with approved test
procedures by qualified personnel. All acceptable criteria was met or the
proper corrective action was taken.

8. Design,

The licensee identified a design deficiency in Containment Isolation
Valves (V-27-1,2,3, and 4) associated with the drywell ventilation and
purge system. Valves V-27-1 and 2 are the drywell vent valves and V-27-3
and 4 are the drywell purge valves. These valves are used to inert the
drywell prior to proceeding to full power operation. The licensee
discovered that V-27-1,2,3, and 4, do not close upon loss of instrument
air.

The Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report (FDSAR) requires these
to fail " Closed upon total loss of power". The FDSAR also specifies
that these valves will receive a signal to isolate upon a high drywell
pressure condition.

The isolation valves can be characterized as double acting air cylinder
lug type butterfly valves. The presently installed valve, series LTM 5900
Operator, is manufactured by Center. Line, a division of Mark Controls in
Oklahoma. The Center Line valves were installed in the 1978 time frame as
a result of previous valves becoming obsolete. The inspector will review
the licensee's engineering evaluation to support the 1978 installation
replacement in a future report. (50-219-84-32-04)

The inspector reviewed the licensee's proposed modification which would
allow valve closure on loss of control air for technical adequacy and for
' its effect on safety and other systems considered to be important to
safety.

The licensee has proposed the installation of air accumulators on the
containment isolation valves to supply pressurized air to the valve

-actuators in the event of a loss of control air. The inspector reviewed
the modification package, including the related safety evaluation,
installation specification, calculations, and drawings. The inspector's

~

conclusions as a result of this review are as follows:

. The system modification is passive and is intended only to effect--

valve c12sure on loss of control air. No normal containment.

1 solation functions are interfered with.p

The modification does not_ affect the operation or performance of--

3 ~

;[ the related systems.
,

The modification employs seismically qualified mavertals and the--

-accumulator is seismically supported in an effective manner.
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Independent accumulators are to be installed for each redundant--

isolation valve to ensure penetration isolation in the event of a
single accumulator failure.4

;,

1.

i- The calculations performed to allow selection of the appropriately |--

sized accumulator were technically sound and included sufficient
conservatism in both assumptions made and the calculations performed.

,

'

- The modification will be located in the Reactor Building, a--

non-harsh post accident environment.

I -- .The modification does not adversely affect the leak tightness of the
containment-isolation valves.

. Based on these1 findings,..the inspector concluded that the modification is
technically acceptable and will perform its intended function with no

; . ~ adverse effect on the safety function of the ventilation and purge system
or on any other system that is important to safety.,

The drywell ' ventilation .and purge system modification was successfully
installed,' tested, and returned to operation. :

. .

. - 9. | Correspondence~

~

The-licensee responded to the Notice of Violation identified in Inspection
_ .

' Report 50-219/84-18 in.a11etter to Region I dated November 9, 1984._

V
' .Afte'r a contract guard carried a. package into the protected area without

.it-being . searched, the Security Shift Commander immediately dispatched an
officer to search'the package and the immediate-vicinity of the. guards

'

post; only the guards's' lunch was found. The guard in question and.the*

- " - - search guard were subsequently-reprimanded for the violation'and were-

c
given~ instructions regarding the procedure to search all, packages entering ;

the' protected area. 1The guard in question resigned the following day.
'Further corrective action.was taken with the issuance of Oyster Creek
Security Directive'84-12 to all security personnel reminding them of' the
requirement toLsearch all packages entering the_ protected area.

(

^

T'he~ inspector: reviewed these corrective' actions and found them to be
1 adequate. ' Violation.84-18-01 is closed.

,

.
~

110. IR'ev'iew of Periodic"and Special Reportsr

-
. . .

-

:. . - ;Upon receipt, periodic:and special reports submitted by' the licensee . .
,

LpursuantitoL Technical Specification' 6.9.1 were reviewed by the inspector.- - !

, , {This . review; included the .following considerations:: does the report include
'

the information~ required.to be reported.to the NRC; are planned correctiven ,
: actions' adequate for(resolution of identified problems; and-is the

,

.
_ treported information valid. :The 0ctober. Monthly Operating Report.was-

.
| reviewed by the inspector.

.
.

~
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-11. , Exit Interview

At periodic intervals during the course of this inspection, meetings were
held with senior facility management to discuss the inspection scope.and
findings. A summary of findings was presented to the licensee at the end
of this inspection.

The following licensee personnel were present at the exit interview:

J. J. Barton, Deputy Director
'P. B. Fiedler,-Vice President / Director - Oyster Creek
D. ' Holland, Oyster Creek Licensing Manager
W. Popow, M&C Director, Oyster Creek
A. Rone, Manager - Operations Engineering
J. L. Sullivan Jr., Plant Operations Director

At the end of the exit interview the licensee personnel present were
.

asked if any of the _ topics discussed contained proprietary information.
-The licensee did_not consider any information discussed to be of a
proprietary nature.

.__

,
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NQQ f Post Offee Box 388
GPU NuclearCorporation

Route 9 South
Forked River New Jersey 08731-0388
609 971-4000
Writer's Direct Dial Number:

November 9, 1984

-Mr. Edward G. Greenman, Chief
-

Projects Branch No.1 ,

Division of Project and Resident Programs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Couaission
Region I
631 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Dear Mr. Greenman:

Subject: Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station
Docket No. 50-219
Inspection Report 50-219/84-018

In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Attachment A to this
letter presents our response to the Notice of Violation transmitted in your
letter dated October 16, 1984.

Should you require any further information regarding the enclosed
information, please contact Brenda Hohman, Licensing Engineer at

-(609) 971-4642.

Very truly yours,
;

ni,

| t .rieuleF ~
Vice President and Director '

Oyster Creek

| PBF/ dam
'

Attachment t

|

| cc: .Dr. Thomas E. Murley, Administrator i
' Region I

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
631 Park Avenuo
King of Prussia, PA 19406

NRC Resident Inspector ||
Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station
Forked River, NJ 08731

;

Ch I \ \ R R 0
-

O 7 lCA % L 'W

GPU Nuclear Corporation is a subsidiary of the General Pohc UtCnies Corporation
;
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ATTACHMENT 1

Violation
i

Provisional Operating License DPR-16, Section 2.C.(6) requires that the
Oyster Creet physical security plan be fully. implemented. The Oyster Creek
physical security plan, Revision 15, dated January 31, 1984, Section 3.2.1.6
requires searching all packages entering the Protected Area.

Contrary to the above, on June 4,1984, a contract guard carried a package
~ into the Protected Area without the package being searched.

' '

Response

We agree that on June 4,1984, a contract guard did carry a package into the
Protected Area without the package being searched.

The following corrective _ action has been taken. On June 4,1984, at '

approximately 1451 hours Mr. C. Cowgill, Oyster Creek Resident NRC ,

' Inspector, notified the Oyster Creek Security Department that he had just
observed the above violation. The Security Shift Commander immediately .'
dispatched a Site Protection Officer to searen the package. A search of the i
package. revealed that it contained the guard's lunch. A further search of r

i the area in the imediate vicinity of the post where the guard had been
[ stationed proved negative. ;

1 '

; An investigation of the incident detemined that the recently hired contract
| guard apparantly did not realize that it was necessary that her lunch bag be
|- searched prior to entering the Protected Area. The search guard (also a

contract guard) stated he had overlooked the package (lunch bag) the other
guard was carrying. -Both contract guards were subsequenty reprimanded for !

the violation and given instructions regarding the procedure to search all ,

. packages entering the Protected Area (the guard who had carried the package
in resigned the the following day). Further corrective action was taken.on
June 6,1984, with the issuance of Oyster Creek Security Directive 84-12 to

|- all Security personnel reminding them of the requirement to sean:h all
packages entering the Protected Area. Full compliance was achieved on
June 4,1984.

.

9

:
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